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Get EEG data easily

Problem in developing countries



African countries
with NO neurologists

Market
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1 : 5.000.000 Ratio of neurologist  to ppl
in 23 african countries

Source: https://www.odess.io/initiative-detail/guinea-epilepsy-project-154.html        
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Phone marketMarket



SBS is one System



Use Case(s)

MOBILE CLINICS HEALTH CARE CENTERS

Use case(s)
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Group material
1. Landing page
2. Lean canvas
3. User story map
4. Annototed wireframe
5. Prototype link
6. Validation



Save time
In set up with 
3D visual cues

Reliant
monitoring test quality 
& alarm for sensor failure 

Organized
overview of history

Digital assistance for EEG data collection
SBS app provides you a place for centralized management of patient digital record
 It also monitors the measurment and safeguard the quality during the EEG test.

Making EEG data collection
possible in remote areas

Diagnose epilepsy
 inexpensively

Why SBS Forward is your choice?
Of more than 40 million individuals  with epilepsy, 80% live in developing  countries where the vast majority does  not 

receive appropriate treatment. With SBS, we can solve this problem together by early diagnosis!

MEASURE EEG 
EASILY
for EPILEPSY DIAGNOSES 
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5. Prototype link

https://marvelapp.com/54ei193

https://marvelapp.com/54ei193


6. Validation with think aloud test

Landing page of 4 different versions 

conept 1 concept 2 concept 3 concept 4



6. Validation with think aloud test in week 11

Idea behind Major Comment:

Concept 1:
Land with overview of the testing process such that user can have a 
expectation of what to do during the whole process, slide bar at top

Have to go back and 
foruth to this page

Concept 2:
Land with checkbox of steps to do, create new activities of check box if you 
want. slide bar at top

Activities is not 
distingishable, color is not 
assoicate to health care

Concept 3:
After you login, you will see the testing history and the patient list which is the 
most important feature in this case. You can create new patient by clicking on 
the “Plus” button.

Dont not serve the goal of 
adding new patient clearly

Concept 4
You can choose different functions by clicking on different buttons on both 
upper and lower bars.

Too many unnecessary 
information and buttons, 
the user will get lost 
easily.



6. Validation in week 12
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